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More than 300 original, innovative, thought-provoking problems!

     sample problems        
• John thought he had added together every 2-digit 

positive integer, and the sum he got was a palindrome. 
Unfortunately, he had left one number out. What number 
had been omitted?

• The vertices of a triangle are lattice points. If the product 
of two sides is a prime, and the area is also a prime, show 
that the area must be 2.

      

Among the finest collections of
contest problems available.
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INCLUDES:

•  Complete ARML contests for 1989-1994 (American Regions Mathematics League)
•  Complete NYSML contests for 1989-1992 (New York State Mathematics League)
•  Never before published tiebreakers for 1983-1994
•  Full solutions
•  Problem index by topic
•  List of Winners
ARML (American Regions Mathematics League) is the world’s largest on-site competition drawing over 100 teams 
from the U. S. and Canada.  NYSML (New York State Mathematics League) is a statewide event of the same format.
Teams of 15 students compete both jointly and individually in Team Rounds, Power Questions, Individual 
Rounds, and Relay Rounds.  Tiebreakers are used to break ties among the top individual scorers.
Lawrence Zimmerman and Gilbert Kessler were the principal problem writers of these contests for over a decade.
These problems and their full, instructive solutions are a rich source for competition 
preparation, enrichment, papers and projects, research, and group competition within a 
classroom.

Challenging fun for students, teachers, and mathematicians at all levels.

These problems do not appear elsewhere!
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